Dr . COLSTON NEW BCC PRES .
Who Is Dr. Colston

Free Tuition
Meeting Held

Replaces Meister

Dr . James Allen Colston,
presently serving as the President of Knoxville College, Tennessee, has been elected President of Bronx Community College . Dr . Gustave G . Rosenberg, Chairman of the Board
of Higher Education, announced the news at a special meeting on March 9, 1966 . The appointment became official
shortly before the meeting
convened at 5 :00 PM, when
word of approval was received
from the State University
Board of Trustees . Dr. Colston
will begin his term of office as
President on August 1, 1966 .
When asked-about his new
post, Dr . Colston replied, "It
was a hard decision to take
this job, but I'm interested in
the concept of the community
college . I'm interested in a college where students can enroll for something more than
a four-year course ."
Dr . Colston commented on
his being the first Negro to
head a non-Negro college in
America . "I think this is a
sort of breakthrough . When a
(Continued on Page 9, Col . 1)
person is selected on the basis
of merit, it's important . I
think I was chosen on my ability, not the fact that I'm a
Negro ."
In becoming the new President, Dr . Colston will replace
The four month old controversy between the Board of Dr . Morris Meister who is, beHigher Education and its top administrators has ended with cause of a Board of Higher
apparent victory for Dr . Albert H . Bowker, Chancellor of the Education Resolution, leaving
at the statutory retirement
City University .
~
age of 70 . President Meister
Following a lengthy meeting of
was
unavailable for comment
.
Bowker
the Board, on March 9, Dr
announced that he would remain in
as he is currently on his "reoffice, thereby withdrawing the retirement leave ."
signation he had submitted last
The new President's recomNovember. At the meeting, the
mendation was submitted by
Board approved a report, drawn up
Benjamin F . McLaurin, BCC's
by the Special Committee for the
Dr . James Allen Colston,
newly elected president of
Bronx Community College,
comes to us with vast experience in the educational field .
In 15 years as President of
Knoxville College, Dr. Colston
raised that school's prestige
by striving for excellence in
every phase of its program, by
achieving full accreditation
for it, by trebling its fulltime faculty members and its
student enrollment, by increasing the base salary of
faculty members five times,
by constructing ten new buildings, and by achieving greater
private and public support .
Dr . Colston has had wide
university and community experience . He has been a member of the faculty of Atlanta
University ; Director of Public Relations, Hampton Institute ; professor of Education,
A. and T . College, Greensboro,
North Carolina ; a lecturer at
New York University ; president, Bethune-Cookman College, Daytona Beach, Florida ;

The sparks from the fire of
the free tuition controversey
were again sent flying at a
meeting, at City College, on
February 26th . Representatives from BCC, as well as
students from -all the other
colleges in the City University system, met to hear speakers and discuss the problems
that are being raised concerning free tuition . The program
for the day consisted of listening to several prominent
men give their views on the
issue, and then breaking down
into small groups and discussing many aspects of the free
tuition question .
Carl Weitzman, President of City
College Student Government, moderated the meeting . He first introduced Dr . Buell Gallagher, President of City College, who pointed
out several issues that had been
brought to his attention, by legislators concerning the free tuition
bill passed this year in the State
Legislature . Dr . Gallagher also
quoted a passage from his speech
(Continued nn Pane 4_ Col . 2)

BOWKER VICTOR
OVER BHE

Dr. Snow Dismissed
Leaving After Five Weeks
Dr . Robert H . Snow, appointed five weeks ago as Director of the Evening and Extension- Division of BCC, was relieved of that post on 1\Iarch 10 .
About a half hour after receiving word of his firing, Dr .
Snow told the COMMUNICATOR, "As of noon on March 10,
I was informed by Dean Tauber, in the presence of Dean
Silverman, Dean Thompson, an official from the City University of New York Headquarters, and an attorney of the
City University of New York, that I was relieved of my duties in Bronx Community College as full-professor and Direcfor of Evening and Extension Division of R( ;(

"As of noon, on :lurch 10, 1 was Study of Administrative Relationforbidden to keep a speaking enships and Functions. It is worth
ships
gagement with the assembled fac- noting that the report was apulty of the college, an engagement proved only after it had been
which had been scheduled and ap- amended on Chancellor Bowker's
proved by Dean-in-Charge Tauber insistence .
at least three weeks ago.
Under the report, the Chancellor
"The only possible justification is made the "chief administrative
for relieving me of my duties or officer of the Board of Higher
of failing to recommend me for Education" and gains control of
reappointment to my position start- the university's public relations ofing September 1, 1966, is that my fice .
presence in the college would be 1
When asked by newsmen whethinjurious to the welfare of the er
er the change means permanent
present and future students of the peace between the BHE and the
college . Unless it could he espe- Administrative Council of CUNY,
cially conclusive that my contin- Dr. Bowker said, "I hope so ."
(Continued on Page 3, Col . 1)
"We have made significant pro-

I

(Continued on

Dr. Albert H. Bowker
gress tonight on many of the important problems which have been
vexing us . This makes it possible
for me to continue to serve as
Chancellor of the City University
of New York ."
(Continued on Page 3, Col . 1)
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V. P. Blasts
ci Pres.
C

BHE Helps CUNY Cash

Albert H . Bowker, CUNY Chancellor, announced that the
e
Board of Higher Education has adopted resolutions simplifying the flow of funds to CUNY's construction program for
!
senior college enrollment .

These resolutions were adopted April 1965, as a foundation for his
at the meeting of the board on appeal . Unless "a program of imJanuary 25, and announced the fol- mediate and sufficient support for
lowing day at the public hearing our capital construction needs"
of the Joint Legislative Committee emerges from the present session
on Higher Education in Albany .
of the legislature, said Mr . BowDr . Bowker used recommenda- ker, the progress which the City
tions which had first appeared in University has made will be curthe Regents Statewide Plan for the tailed .
Expansion and Development of
In his message to the Governor
Higher Education, 1964, dated dealing
with higher education
Mayor Lindsay said "the State
must assume the cost of substantially all increments in expenditures required ." To this, Dr. Bowker remarked, "The Mayor is presently embarking on a program of
austerity which makes it obvious
The Alumni Assocoation is made up of former students that his plea for State support for
of Bronx Community College . The management of the asso- public higher education in New
York City is not grounded merely
ciation is held by the Executive Board, composed of grad- in a desire to help our institutions,
uates who are elected for one year . The association has the but is based upon his sober awaresupport of the Student Government and faculty of the College . ness that the very existence of the
The purpose of the association is to advance the interest University . . . is at stake ."

David Iskowitz, the Vice-President of the Student Council,
vigorously denounced Al Greene, the Student Council President, and Peter Lesser, the Liaison to the Assembly and the
Master Frater of Chi Kappa Epsilon, at a Young Conservatives meeting on March 3. [He spoke on the topic, "How our
Student Government functions . . . a candid viewpoint ."] He
stressed that there is a conflict of ideas and personalities
which has led to an extremely "chaotic and apathetic situation ." He asserted that Mr . Greene wants to show his power

for power's sake, but has fittingly
permitted to be controlled by Mr.
Lesser and his fraternity, X .K .E .,
where "one personality wants to
show his power, the other wants
to destroy anything in his way ."
Mr .Iskowitz emphasized that this
personality conflict has created
very serious consequences . For instance, he pointed out that Mr .
Greene has tried to make the Student Assembly, the primary representative organization of Bronx
Community College, infinitely less
effective than the Executive Council, which is a small body of student government officials led by
the Student Council President . Also, at a recent Student Assembly
meeting, he whimsically attacked
the Newsletter, a weekly student
publication, to attempt to make
its independent power nil . He went
on to say that Mr . Greene has
tried to make the Student Assembly a "farce" by doing everything
possible to thwart any potential
productivity within the student
government. Mr. Greene has not
been doing his job by not working
"for the betterment of the students
in general," but has been severely
partial to a single local fraternity,
X .K .E ., of which he is a brohter .
Apprehensively, Mr . Iskowitz reminded his attentive audience that
Mr . Greene can be impeached, and
admitted that "it may come to
that." He reassured them that he
would "kick him out" if he should
continue with these capricious escapades . However, he realizes that
impeachment is often very embarrassing for all involved . Instead of
the students immediately seeking
Mr . Greene's impeachment, he suggested that the students should
complain . They must show him
why he is wrong and what might
occur if he does not improve, by
doing what is expected of him as
the President of the Student Council . Nevertheless, lie reiterated, "we
should not be scared of ent..m"ent
Mr. Iskowitz then said that the
Al Greene - X .K.E . faction is basically being manipulated by Mr .
Lesser, who is an excellent fraternity president and person, but
is guided by self-interest motivations . He speculated that X .K .E .
might be abusing the student government in order to effectuate complete control by having Neil Silver,
a past X . K . E . Master Frater, run
for Student Council President in
the forthcoming elections during
late April .
In any event, Mr . Iskowitz insisted that no one should be able
to usurp power from an organization which controls $120,000 . He
demanded that Mr . Greene and Mr.
Lesser use considerably more discretion in the very near future .

Alumni Assn .
Programs Planned

of the college and to promote and cultivate educational and
social relations among the students and the faculty of Bronx
Community College .
The chief concern of the Alumni Association is to organize
alumni classes . It endeavors to maintain up-to-date records
of all alumni .

The Alumni Association gives an
annual contribution to the college
scholarship committee, and parti cipates in career conferences for
Freshman and Seniors .
At the January, 1966, graduation, the Association presenter
:resident Morris Meister with at
award in gratitude for his outcontribution
to the
e
standing
growth of BCC .
The organization is in the process of planning a career program
This program will he attended by
past students of BCC . They will
discuss what they have been do
inn• since they left Bronx Commutiny College . Those graduate
who went on to higher education
n
will discuss the problems of transferring from a two year to four
year college . Also planned is the
second annual reunion-dance on
May 20, 1966. This will take place
during charter week, and the faculty and students are welcome .
All seniors who wish to attend,
will receive a reduction in the
price of tickets .
The Alumni Association is also
thinking about putting out an
alumni newsletter, which would be
staffed by the alumni and wouldd
concern itself with what the former students are doing presently .
Dr. Peter Filcetti, who is the
advisor of the Alumni Association
urges all seniors to take part in
this worthwhile organization .

Docherty
To Tutor

0

Business
Workshop

Charles Kappler, Management Specialist of the United
States Small Business Administration, was heard by owners and operators who are attending "Workshop for Small
Businessmen," being held at
Bronx Community College .
His theme was "Your budget is
the most useful tool for controlling your operation and arriving
at your objectives ." Mr . Kappler
stressed that "Unless you put everything down in writing before
you invest your money, your chances for success are very poor ."
Head of the Department of Business and Commerce at Bronx Community College, Dr . Bernard P.
Corbman, in the announcement of
the program, explained that his
workshop was instituted as a unit
in an expanded program of service
to the community by the college,
and is designed to meet the needs
of local businessmen who must face
the challenge of today's complex
and competitive world .
The program is coordinated by
Professor Murray ' Kriegar of the
Department of Business and Commerce . It was announced that the
first sessions prove to be so worthwhile to the participants, that word
has spread, and registration requests for the next workshop are
already being received . The workshop meets every Monday morning,
from 8 to 9 :30 AM, at the college,
end runs for seven consecutive
weeks . In this session, the members range from well-known Bronx
furniture and gift-shop owners,
with several shops, to women who
run small beauty shops with two
or three part-time assistants .

Dr . Helen Docherty of the
English Department has been
conducting tutoring sessions
in English grammar and usage on Wednesdays from 1-22
in Room 3-27 and Fridays
from 12-1 PM in Room CC-9
All students are welcome . The
sessions will include a review
of traditional grammar and a n
introduction to the new transformation grammar . The clas- For further information contact :
of Admissions and Regisses will be especially helpful Director
trar, Bronx Community College,
for students who plan to teach 120 E . 184th Street, Bronx, New
English .
I York, 10468 .

"If the situation continues in its
decline," stated Dr . Bowker, "by
September 1966, senior college day
sessions would be able to accommodate 6,000 freshmen . This year,
10,000 freshmen were admitted .
Therefore, the City University
would be 4,000 short of maintaining its present level . If this were
to happen, entrance requirements
would be raised to well over an
85% grade average .
"The
State
now contributes
twice as much for the operating
expenses of educating each New
York State resident who attends a
senior college of the State University as it does for the New York
City resident who attends one of

Draft
To

Be

Tests
Given

The controversial Selective Service college qualification tests will
be given on May 14, May 21, and
June 3 . The exam is optional . Students who wish to take it must
apply by April 23 .
Science Research Associates of
Chicago will administer the examinations, which will be similar to
the general aptitude tests . The student will be given three hours in
which to complete the exam which
consists of 150 items . It will cover
four areas : reading comprehension,
verbal relations, arithmetic reasoning, and data interpretation . The
exam has been constructed so that
it does not favor any college major . A satisfactory test score has
not been determined yet .
Local
draft boards will be provided with
the class standing of college students.
Some college officials object to
this policy. The Dean of Brandeis
University said that the new gov=
ernment policy is "totally absurd",
and seven professors may not give
grades because of it . Dr. Buell G .
Gallagher, President of City College of New York, in support of
the standard exam, said : "A `C'
student at institution "X" may be a
better bet for college and university work than an 'A' student from
institution "Z ." The overriding interest of the nation is better served
by encouraging the best talent" to
continue in higher education as
long as is possible under the manpower demands of the armed services ."
the City University's senior colleges," replied Dr . Bowker, concerning his case in favor of State
aid .
(Continued on Page 8, Col . 1)

Dr. Snow Dismissed
(Continued from Page 1, Col . 2)

uation in my position would harm answer, "Yes ." He would not comthe students, my services should ment further on that topic .
be retained . In case there is any
Dr. Sidney Silverman, Dean of
doubt as to whether it would be Administration at the College, said
harmful to the students, I must in reference to Dr. Snow's firing,
be given the benefit of that doubt, "Our job is to provide for the best
as in court cases .
interests of the student body . That
is
the reason for our existence .
"I have enjoyed my associations
at the college, especially those Whatever action we take related
with the students, and I cannot to our colleagues, ultimately must
believe that I have done anything relate to the student body . The
to injure the students or have presence and absence of that colbeen given any indication what- league is for the good of the stusoever that my continual presence dent body, educationally, whatever
at BCC would be harmful to the we plan, and design is based on
what WE consider the ultimate
students .
."
"I would like to convey my best good of the student body
Dr
.
Tauber
announced
the
move
to everyone at the college, stuto
the
faculty,
at
the
conference
dents and faculty alike, for all the
help that they have given me at which Dr . Snow was originally
during my five week stay here." scheduled to speak, by merely statDr. 'Snow seemed quite open ing, "As of noon today, Dr . Silabout the occurrence . On leaving verman resumes his 'two hats ."'
He is both Dean of Administrathe building, he stopped for a
moment to chat with the guard tion and Director of the Evening
on duty, Sam - Navarro . The guard and Extension Division of BCC .
Upon first coming to BCC, Dr .
was incredulous for a moment, but
Snow
said, "I came to BCC bethen realized that Dr . Snow had,
cause I have heard that it is a
indeed, been fired . Dr . Snow seemed quite bitter over the affair as place where all students are considered worthy of the very best
he spoke with Communicator reinstructional service that the facporters .
ulty can provide . I have been told
When asked to comment on Dr . that the College staff is commitSnow's
termination,
Dean-in- ted to helping everyone learn . . .
Charge Abraham Tauber said,
I have been assured that this holds
"Since Dr. Snow informed you of
true whether the student is fullthis, 'it is true that as of today, time or part-time, matriculated or
noon, March 10, Dr . Snow's assonon-matriculated . It better be
ciations with this college came to
true, or I'm going to walk out ."
an official end. By recommendaIn the March 9th edition of
tion to the college of the PersonCommunicator, one clay before
nel and Budget Committee, this his firing, Dr . Snow stated the
was an official action, taken with view that "If a student flunks
the full knowledge of the legal
cut, the college must share the
council of the Board of Higher blame." He stressed the importEducation, President Meister, and ance of friendlier personal conmembers of the Board of High- tact between the students and facer Education . He is receiving his ulty, a more efficient organizasalary until the end of his contion, and a higher caliber of teachtract, which is August 31, 1966 ." ing.
Dr . Tauber showed the reportAfter twenty-five years in eduers a letter to Dr . Snow, inform- cation, Dr . Snow left Syracuse
ing him of his firing, in which the University to come to BCC under
final statement read, "We wish the assumption that the college
you well ." He added that this is administration encourages each
an unfortunate situation, but, "In student to fulfill to his greatest'
all fairness to Dr . Snow, I would potential . He said, "It was my unnot want to comment further ."
derstanding that in BCC, the stuIn referring to Dr . Snow's state- dents come first ."
ment that "the only possible justiDuring his stay at BCC, he ocfication for relieving me of my cupied Dr . Tauber's old office near
duties is that my presence in the the Business Office. On his desk
college would be injurious to the he kept a sign which read, "Sepwelfare of the students . . . ," Dr . tember's too late for a waiting
Tauber replied with a one wordd game ."

BOWKER VICTOR
OVER •B HE
.
( Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

The Chancellor also said
Dr. Harry L . Levy, who had
threatened to resign, would
tinue in his job as Dean of
dies .

that
also
conStu-

During the four month disagreement between Dr. Bowker and the
Board, Bowker had accused the
Board of interfering in University
administration .
In announcing the changes, the
Board stated that, "The timetested principle of American education is that a governing board of
an educational institution delegates
to its professional officers the entire responsibility for actual administration ."
The BHE warned, however, that
Dr . Bowker and other school administrators would still have to run
the schools "in accordance with

the policies laid clown by the
Board ."
The BHE action was announced
by Dr. Charles H . Tuttle, head of
the committee that made the recoinmendations . The amended bylaws of the Board did include those
suggested by Dr . Bowker and
presidents of the CUNY colleges.
Gustave G . Rosenberg, the Board
chairman, said of the report, "I'm
prepared to accept it . I'm grateful
for it ."
Among the other changes recommended by the committee and
approved by the Board were the
following :
1) The public relations staff
will be under the direction of the
Chancellor and will report to him .
The Board chairman, however, will
be allowed to have his own public
relations officer.

1;01 L9 WA
DISCRIMINATE
By ANNE CUSGAL
A controversy has arisen in Queens College over the dismissal of some students of political science .
According to the Queens College Phoenix, Prof . Mary Dillion recently asked her section of Public Opinion and Electoral Problems, which members of the class had been supporters of Barry Goldwater . About twenty students raised
their 'hands . She then asked these students to leave, explaining that what she would say "might offend the Goldwater
people ." She further explained that over-enrollment had
made it necessary to reduce the size of the class .

Informed sources close to the
professor explained that she focused on the Conservative members of the class after hearing
warnings during registration that
these students were enrolling in
the class in order to disrupt it .
These rumors appeared to be true
during the first few days of class .
However, the Conservative students
spent an hour protesting their dismissal to Dean of Students, George
A. Pierson, and College President
McMurray, They proposed that Dr.
Dillion be' transferred to a post
in the Political Science library and
be removed of her duties in the
Political Science Department.
Pierson promised the students'
reinstatement in the section, which
they refused . Although he admitted
that they might have been treated
unfairly, he did not feel they would
have much power in deciding Dr .
Dillion's case .
Arthur J . Finkelstein, spokesman
for the protesting students, complained of charges of "troublemakers" and "rowdies" levied at
them by the professor .
In a statement to the Queens
College Phoenix, Finkelstein gave
his view that the dismissal of the
students "should not be seen as

an isolated incident, but as one
building block in the structure of
a monument of educational conformity and indoctrination evident
in the College ."
He suggests among other things
a reduction in the size of classes,
an abolition of mandatory attend-e ' n
ance, and the abolition of required
courses, with the exception of English . He feels this would stimulate
better relationships between faculty and students . He also announced
the formation of a committee for
co-ordination of the protest, known
as the Committee for Better Education, which was set up even before the Dillion incident . Students
of ADA and Students for a Democratic Society have broadened the
scope of the Committee.
The Students Association passed
a resolution condemning the actions of Dr . Dillion. Her actions
were also condemned by William
F. Buckley who said that the elimination procedure "suggests that
either Goldwater-$uckley supporters don't need any further instruction in political science or else that
Dr . Dillion is incompetent to cope
with students whose views disagree with her own . I am torn be-

BCC on WCBS

College Counterpoint, a new
show produced by WCBS, will
again play host to the BCC Debate
Society. The Debate Club, which
won the first encounter against
Suffolk Community College last
December, returns to the show to
compete with another winning
team . If successful in this compe-tition the BCC debaters will have

a chance to gain a permanent trophy for the college . The program
was to be taped for later viewing on Monday, March 7th . The
topic, "Should Diplomatic Immunity Laws Be Revised?," promises
to be very stimulating. As in previous competitions, the teams do
not know whether they will take
the pro or con side until a few
minutes before air time . This debate will also have a cross-question
period during which both sides
question their opponents' arguments .
The BCC Debate Society was
formed under the Department of
Speech with the help of its advisor,
Dr . Reynolds . The present Spring
schedule includes contests for both
the novice as well as the varsity
debators:
February 25-26 - University of
Hartford (Novice)
March 4 - Utica College (Novice)
March 18-19 - SUNY at Cortland
(Varsity & Novice)
April 1-2 - Pace College (Oratory
Contest)
April 15-16 - Ithaca College (Novice- or Wesleyan University
(Varsity)
April 23-24 - 1) New York University, Washington Square
(Novice and Varsity)
2) Nationals at West Point
(Varsity) or
3) Cobbeskill (Novice)
April 29-30 - Fordham College
(Varsity)
Meetings for the Debate So-

ciety are to be held on alternate
Thursdays and all are invited to
attend .

leaning

Gleanings, the BCC literary magazine, is the least known of the
school's four publications . Yet, this
publication has the possibility of
including the greatest number of
students here at school . To write
a short story, poem, essay or what
have you, it is not necessary to
join the staff, or even attend meetings . All that is needed for an
item to be considered is that it be
original (PLAGIARISM can be so
r very unpopular with faculty) and
2) "two-day lines of commun- Gideonse, President of Brooklyn that it be sent through the interication" will be maintained by the College, who were also involved in college mail, box E240 . From that
chairman and the Chancellor in the dispute, and who also an- point on, the staff takes over, rates
order that there may be "com-m
nounced that they would retire, the work, and brings it up for disunity of information and under- were not available for comment cussion . Although the present staff
standing ."
at that time . Dr . Meng, however, worlds diligently, any new memsaid last month that his decision bers will be more than welcome,
The
chairman
would
have
3)
"principal responsibility of deal- to retire was final . Dr . Gideonse for they are needed!
ing directly with government on has indicated all along that his
Besides seeing his name in print,
behalf of the Board in matter : original decision would stand .
Gleanings has more to offer a conwithin its statutory fields of govDean-in-Charge Tauber said, in tributor. This is an actual magaernance and policy-making ."
relation to the settling of the dis- zinc, put out by the students, with
4) The Board chairman will he pate, "I was happy to be at the the aid of faculty advisor, Dr .
elected for two-year terms, and Board of Higher Education meet- Mandelbaum, of course . Most of
will be eligible to serve no more ing in March at which a final the skills of magazine publishing
than two consecutive terms . Board understanding was achieved be- will be taught from choosing print
officers are now elected to one- tween the top echelons of the City styles to organization and layout .
year terms, and there is no limit University and the Board of High- One does not have to plan on a
as to how many they may serve . er Education . The Board is uni- career in writing, to learn the variDr . John J . Men-, President of fied in its support of the uni- ous techniques involved in the pubHunter College, and Dr. Harry D . versities in these critical times ."
lication of Gleanings .

THE NEWS FROM CUNY
FREE

TUITION

Increased Aid!

History
Of Free
Tuition

During a private meeting with Gustave - G . Rosenberg,
Chairman of the Board of Higher Education, Governor J ockefeller said that the state would increase aid to the City
University, provided the city would match these funds . The
M
Governor went on to say that, should the city be unable to
By Kathy Blauvelf
Two meetings of CONY within the last two weeks will provide essential expansion of public higher education, he
The struggle for free pubhave a profound effect on the students of the eleven New will ask the State University to build one or more 4 year lic higher education in New
liberal arts colleges in the city which would be complemenYork City colleges .
York City began in 1847 with
o
-Out of the first meeting on March 2 came definite com- tary to local facilities .
the establishment of the Free
A firm warning was issued to preserving the integrity of the
mitments as to date, strategy, and organization for the reAcademy . This school, the
the city, by the Governor, not to City University .
cent March on Albany . Tuesday, March 22, was chosen expect the state to contribute
name of which was later
He remains opposed to any sugas a date for the March in the belief that an appropriations more than is outlined by this 50-50 gestions that he be empowered to changed to the City College
bill for ten million additional dollars for higher education, division of support . The -independ- appoint members to the Board of of New York, was created
along with other legislation which will affect the City's free ence and free tuition of the City Higher Education .
when a referendum an its estuition status, will reach the floor of the legislature on that University would be in jeopardy
He
would
withdraw
any
propotablishment was approved by
if this limit were to be surpassed .
day . Another point brought out was that the only full day
sal
to
build
State
University
units
more than a six to one marAt this time, state aid is close to
that the legislature is in session is Tuesday, making it im- that limit . A $45-million approp- in the city, if he could be persuad- gin of the city's voters .
practical for petitioning of the legislators at any other time . riation for the City University is ed that the city can provide for
On November 15, 1960, Dr . Hen-

ARCH ON - ALBANY

The demands that are being
made by the March include :

1) The restoration of the free
tuition mandate for CUNY and
the State University .
2)

More State aid for CUNY .

3) Insurance that the City University will maintain its authority .
4) Establishment of a City
University dormitory
authority
which would permit the City's colleges to expand their facilities
outside the City's debt limit .
At the same meeting coordinators from each school were asked
for, and Mark Brody, from CCNY,
was introduced as one of the two
coordinators for CUNY council .
Barbara Jaccoma who attended
the meeting as Alan Greene's representative, is
the coordinator
from Bronx Community College .
On Tuesday, March 8, another
CUNY meeting was held in which
it was announced that Deputy
Mayor Costello would definitely
join the March to Albany for free
tuition . The deputy mayor had
made tentative commitment at the
February 26, conference .
It was hoped that other members
of Mayor Lindsay's administration would join the fight for free
tuition . City Council President
O'Connor and Mario Procaccino
have given their unqualified support to the goals of the March .
The meeting closed on a very
serious note, as the coordinators
were told by Carl Weitzman that
"a minimum of five thousand students" would be necessary to show
the legislators in Albany that the
students of New York are tired
of being cheated out of their fair
share of state funds .

Cast o4

note

On May 21 and 28, the Drama
Club, in coordination with the play
production class, will present East
Lynne, a comic melodrama adapted from a novel written by Mrs .
Henry Wood in 1814 . It is the
granddaddy of all melodramas .
"She was like a sunbeam," is
the author's description of the
main character, Isabel Vane . Miss
Vane's downfall is Captain Francis Levison . This archvillain cleverly hides his rougishness behind
a thick black moustache which he
nervously twirls . Between cries of
"Egads!" and "Gadzooks!" a host
of overly familiar characters unfold in an overly familiar plot .

TUITION
CONFAB

(Continued From Page 1, Col . 1)
to the Joint Legislative Committee, which he gave last December
7th : "118 years of experience have
demonstrated to the nation that
education of a free people is not
only the hope of a free nation, it
is also the guarantee of its future,
in economic, as well as in cultural,
and scientific terms . . . It is no
accident that American universities are the Mecca of world youth . .
It is not by accident that our technological and scientific advances
have been possible . It is not without design that the, cultural and
spiritual life of this nation has
been nurtured by college and university. Higher education is the
best investment this nation has
ever known ." The sincerity and
glibness of this man made us all
feel that we were really working
for an important and worthwhile
cause . The plight of free tuition
through the past few decades was
made clear to us by Dr. Seymour
Weisman, Executive Vice President of the C .C .N.Y. Alumni Association. The only speaker against
free tuition was Mr. T .* Edward
Hollander, an instructor at the
Baruch School of Business . He presented a clear and thorough analysis of the case against free tuition
and he admittedly made us think
twice about the financing of our
schools. The most exciting speaker
of the day was Deputy Mayor, Dr.
Timothy Costello. He emphatically
stated his support for free tuition
as well as Mr . Lindsay's, and promised to march with the students to
Albany, on March 22, when the bill
on free tuition comes up . Other
speakers included Melville Abrams,
New York State Assemblyman,
Paul Greenberg, New York State
Liberal Party, Mr . Eugene Nickerson, New York Gubernatorial candidate, and Mr. Theodore Kupferman, U . S . House of Representatives .

in the Governor's budgetary recom- the required expansion of higher
education without such action .
menclations .
Mr. Rockefeller pledged himself
It is known that the Governor
to the preservation of the City has ordered the preparation of preUniversity's independence, saying liminary plans for the creation of
that he would oppose its absorp- at least one state university coltion by, or merger with, the State lege in the city. If the state were
University .
to build colleges in the city, he
In a letter to Dr . Rosenberg, said, they would not compete with
the Governor reaffirmed his pro- the City University, but would acposals . The proposals are that :
, commodate a different level of stuHe would "go all the way" in dents .

Gallagher

Free Tuition
By IRENE FERRONE

The first . speaker at the free tuition- conference at City College was the President of CCNY, Dr . Buell Gallagher . A summary of his text follows :

The general situation of free tuition is much different today, in 1966,
than it was in 1925, particularly the concept+ of FREE post high school
education . In the twenties, it was an unheard of luxury for large numbers of students to pursue a college education . At that time, a high
school diploma entitled the holder of a degree to a high paying job,
and that degree is comparable today to a B .A . Current figures show
that 40% of those who graduate high school go on to college . This
number will reach 75 1/c in the next few years . Where are these students
to go when the time comes? Will they be turned away because of lack
of funds, or because there is no room? These students represent our
future . It is up to the community to invest in the future and to provide for these pupils .
Liberal Arts should not be the only widely chosen program . There
should be provisions for many different types of schools, to offer diversified study to the students . Community colleges, at present, have
25% of the students in colleges, and a larger percentage of them are
on the transfer, that is, later going on to senior schools and obtaining
a degree. An additional 10% are from COLLEGE DISCOVERY, which
seeks out the under-achiever and provides the opportunity to pursue a
college education . The remainder of the percentage will be provided for
in specialized training and education to fit their needs and abilities .
THE COST -- As an example, there is the high cost of education in
the State of California, where their system of education is run in the
following way : If a student graduates from high school in the top onethird of his class, he is eligible to attend a state college . There are also
junior colleges available, but if a student graduates with a general diploma, then he may attend college, and may attend for free . In the City
of New York, it should not cost the students anything, for they are the
future of the city, and the future advancement depends on these students .
WHAT THEN ARE THE POSSIBILITIES? " . . . Today, the nation
stands at a great crossroads in decision of free colleges ." It seems odd
that free education is provided from kindergarten to high school, and
from graduate school and up . Why does the middle ground, colleges have
to be left out? Investment in education has always been the great
strength of our nation . The U . S . has always, in the past, dedicated its
resources to education ; it must continue to do so. Remember also, it
After listening to these stimupays in economic terms - the education of free people has been, and
lating
and .thought
provoking
always will be, the hope of mankind . Education is the basis on which
speeches, we broke for lunch and
democracy rests ."
reconvened in small groups . Each
small committee was headed by
one of the aforementioned speak- that transfer credit would be more CUNY to work together in out
ers . Several committees dealt with easily obtained, and the lack of fight for free tuition. It was also
the many financial problems of communication between the stu- announced that there will be a
CUNY, and others discussed the dents and the faculty in each in- march on Albany, in support of the
non-financial questions of the City dividual school .
free tuition bill, on March 22nd .
University . They spoke of such imIn summary, Dr . Gallagher emThe urgency of our problem, and
portant ideas as coordinating the phasized the importance of all the the peed to have this bill passed,
curriculum of all the colleges so students from each school in need not be emphasized to you .

ry T. Heald, President of the Ford
Foundation, in his plan for higher
education in New York State, recommended that all public institutions of higher learning in the
state charge a uniform fee of $300
a year . Governor Nelson Rockefeller endorsed the Heald Report's
"imaginative and original conceptual approach," but the college's
students and alumni and city officials were not as approving . Mayor Robert F . Wagner said that he
had not been convinced of the "wisdom and necessity" of charging
tuition, and declared his support of
continued free tuition at the city's
colleges .
In 1961, a rider to Governor
Rockefeller's Scholar Incentive Bill
removed the mandatory free
tion provision from the State Education Law . Previously, free tuition had been guaranteed by the
law to the State and City Universities . The rider empowered the
boards of trustees of both institutions (the Board of Higher Education for the City Colleges) to impose tuition at their discretion .
In 1962, students and alumni
went into action to rally support
for restoring mandated free tuition into the law . Several bills to
that effect were introduced into
the 1962 state legislature, but were
held up in committee . Motions to
discharge the bills for a floor vote
were defeated as a result of pressure on Republican legislators by
Governor Rockefeller .
In January, 1963, State University trustees voted to institute a
$400 tuition fee, effective September, 1963, affecting more than 36,000 students, who were then attending tuition free .
In Albany, in the Spring of 1963,
2500 city and-state college students
marched on the capital to press
"Our Position, No Tuition ." More
than 35 legislators introduced bills
to restore the free tuition guarantee . The vote on discharging the
bills from committee was 61-51 in
favor. But, this was 15 votes short
of the 76 that constituted the absolute majority required for passage . 34 Republicans did not vote .
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Forum 7

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

SNOW
March 12, 196E
Editor-in-Chief
THE COMMUNICATOR
Bronx Community College
It should be made perfectly
clear to everyone that the petty episode involving three
Deans of the Bronx Community College and myself on
March 10 has absolutely no
connection whatsoever with
appointment of Dr . James A .
Colston as president-elect of
Bronx Community College .
I have never met Dr . Colston, but he appears to be an
excellent choice for the Presidency of the College . I wish
him great success in that important position . I regret that
I will not be permitted to
work with him when he assumes the office in September .
Dr. Robert Snow
REACTION
Dear Forum Seven :

After reading an article written by the phantom, Essay Reese,
I felt it of great need to take - pen
in hand . The following is the result :
No human being in his right
mind wants to go to war ; to fight,
to kill, to destroy, to be killed .
However, when one has no other
alternative he must do something .
Our alternative, at this moment,
is to fight . Indeed, it is a terrible
war but let us recall recent history.

An End To
Spinelessness

The rise in interest in COMMUNICATOR editorial
policy during the past few weeks has posed an unusual
problem for the members of our Editorial Board . For some
odd reason, the students and faculty seem to be expressing
their opinions to their friends but are quite opposed to presenting them to the board, particularly when they disagree
with our statements .
We find that, in most cases,
people will write letters to the
editor in agreement with our
decision, but will attack us, behind our backs, if they disagree. Judged on comments
given to us at our offices,
there was nearly unanimous
agreement on the editorial we
printed in our last edition .
Only one person came down
to our office to disagree with
us. No one had the courage to
call for an Ed Board meeting .
Added to this is the rising
number of unsigned or name

withheld letters . In a college
of this size, we find it hard to
accept the fact that so few
students and faculty are willing to criticize and accept criticism .

Editorials serve no purpose
if there is no negative response. At this point, we must
call for an end to this ridiculous spinelessness . Those who
disagree should have the courage to do so to our collective
face or in print .

In 1931 Japan invaded Manchuria . Peace in our time! In 1935
Ethiopia was over-run . Peace in
our time! In 1936 the Fascists
took Spain . Peace in our time! In
1938 Germany took Czechoslovakia . Peace in our time! In 1939
Poland was taken over by the
mad-man Hitler. Peace in our
time! At the expense of what?
At the expense of Dachau and
Auschwitz, Mr . Essay Reese . Hitler executed 6,0'00,000 of my people plus million more . It could
never happen, cried the doves. But
it did happen . Now, as we are
faced with a struggle with a nation that wants to destroy us, we
must look into the historical archives of the past 30 years and
realize that if we do not fight
now when we have strength, we
may have to fight later when
there will be no hope . Remember,
as our 16th president, Abe Lincoln, said just a few miles from
here at Cooper Union : (to paraphrase) `This nation (world) cannot long endure one half slave and
one half free ." It must be one or
the other. May God help us that
it be side of freedom for the entire world . And perhaps some day
we may "undo the heavy burden
and (truly) let the oppressed
(from all corners of the world)
go free ." Then too, there will
come a time when "nation shall
not lift up sword against nation ;
neither shall they learn war anymore ." May it come in our lifetimes .
Sincerely,
Robert Baram, President
Young Conservatives

(Continued on Page 5, Col . 3)

ORIAM IFNAB

From The Desk Of

ON SOL

I have a friend named Sol . When he started college at the
State University of New York, he did not pay tuition . Then,
the rocky feller and the rocky road came, and tuition at the
State University became a reality . Sol had to quit college . He
now pushes a broom at eleven o'clock at night through a
closed down, dingy building in midtown Manhattan . This
rocky feller, who owns the rocky road, is quite rich . He can
afford to pay tuition . He can afford to pay tuition for almost
one quarter of the Sols in the state . Instead, he wants to
charge all of the Sols tuition .
About five or six years ago, when the workers on the rocky
road started the idea of charging tuition, they said that the
high board keeper of the Sols in New York City could, if they
wanted, charge tuition . When New York City needs money,
the rocky feller will tell the high board keeper of the Sols to
charge tuition . The Mayor of the City of New York will tell
the high board keeper of the Sols to charge tuition . The high
board keeper of the Sols will have to charge tuition .
Four years ago, many, many Sols went to the workers of
the rocky road to ask that they not charge tuition and make
it impossible for anyone to charge tuition ever again . For
two years, the workers of the rocky road said no . Finally, last
year, the workers of the rocky road said yes . But, the rocky
feller said no, and since he owns the rocky road, Mr. Free Tuition could not pass .
Now, my friend Sol could not finish college, and could not
get a good job . The rocky feller saw to that.

I have another friend . His name is Jack . Jack entered college this
year. lie is a student at a city college and does not pay tuition . However, Jack lives with the constant fear of the rocky feller . If the rocky
feller wants more money, he will ask his workers to raise taxes . Then,
the workers will ask the high board keeper of Sols and Jacks to impose tuition on all the Sols, Jacks, and ever Marys. And, all the Sols,
Jacks, and even Marys will have to quitt college . This will mean that
the only people- in college will be rich because they are able to afford
it . This will bring us ; back in time to the metter niche time, when only
the aristocracy was able to learn . That is why they are called, aristocracy, the intelligent .
With only aristos in college, the next rocky feller might be called
"get me ." And he might charge even more tuition and force the rocky
,fetters out of college . Hence, at the rate we are going, soon w e will
have only "get men's" in the government.
Soon, it will be time for all - the Sols, Jacks, and even Marys to go to
see the workers of the rocky road and ask them to help keep all of the
Sols, Jacks, and even Marys in college, and keep the rocky fetters and
"get me's" from overrunning government completely .

COLLEGE
CLIPS
By MERLE BATTLON
The Colonial News, student voice
of Harpur College, comments or
the elaborate IBM computer pro
gramming used for organizing the
final examination schedules : . .
"seems to have made no notice
able improvement in the genera
arrangement of examinations . In
deed, there are still a large num
ber of conflicts, a problem which
the computer organized schedule
was intended to eliminate, an(
more than one student has beer
assigned four exams on one day
If the old methods of scheduling
are more efficient for this institu- .
tin at this time, need we change
them merely to follow the great
god IBM, whose greatness, unfor •
tuntitely, is never questioned?"
Queens College's newspaper, The
Phoenix, reports on the installment
of new vending machines in their
cafeteria . One machine is the new
electric dollar-bill changer that
, . only swallows bills that are unwrinkled, unripped, and perfectly
aligned with the machine's insertion slot . If the bill is unsuitable
the machine automatically returns
it ."
"When you finally get your dollar bill changed, the battery of

machines available provide hot
drinks, cold drinks, candy and cake,
four kinds of coffee with fresh
cream, and ripe, fresh fruit ."
The student voice of Le Moyne
College, The Dolphin, comments
on the strong opinions concerning
the science of psychology and its
place in a liberal arts curriculum .
"Le Moyne is one of a minority of
liberal arts colleges and universities today which still has no Psychology Department and no general psychology courses . . ."
Among those who voiced favorable opinions toward the establishment of a Psychology Dept. at
Le Moyne is Mr . John Blasi, Dean of
Student Personnel, who said, "In
cases where students will be dealing with people directly, a basic
foundation in psychology is of
prime importance ."
The Colonial News of Harpur
College concerns itself with an automated IBM system for charging
out books, which is presently in
operation in the BCC library . . .
"Two machines located at the
checkout desk will enable the Library to keep track of overdue
material automatically, and will
increase the rate at which hooks
can be taken from the Library . Instead of signing white cards, students will he required to insert
their ID cards along with yellow
IBM cards, into the machine, which
will record them ."
"Another innovation is the introduction of an electronic data
processing machine, which will
(Continued on Page 5, Col . 3)

WAKE UP

COUNCIL
CLIPS

d
A student walked into the publications office and asked
to see someone on Genesis. "I'd like to make an appointment
for a picture to be put in the yearbook ." He was promptly
informed that student pictures had been taken almost four
months previous to that date . After the student left, someone commented - "Some people never wake up!"

The horrible truth is that some
people never do wake up, and what
is worse, they do not even know
it. Soon BCC will hold elections
for Student- Council, and once
again, that old time favorite, student apathy, will be in the front
of the race. Last year, a total of
800 students voted in the Student
Council elections. Yet, the eligible
number of matriculated students
stood nearer to 2,000 . If it were
possible to ran student apathy in
the election, that is, have every single uncast vote go for this "most
popular" candidate, then the election would be a shoo-in for disinterest . Fortunately, student apathy is just a-feeling, not a person .
However, there will be real students running for Student Council,
who must overcome this apathy .
This year, some students who
wish to provide the school with a
responsible government, are running for Student Council offices .
During the next few weeks a lively campaign will take place . The
popularity of one ticket may be a
highlight, the diverse, clever slogans will echo through the halls,
and little buttons will start to appear . All of this and more will be-

-

gin at Bronx Community College'
for those who are aware. To some
students though, a Student Council election has about as much appeal as Machiavellian dingleberries, and nothing said will change
their minds, not the best candidate, not this column, not anything.
That these persons will not vote
in the upcoming election is definite . They can't vote, for in school_
matters, at least, they are dead .
Right now the campaign strategy is working ; the uncast votes
are playing a part in the election .
Who
said
that,
perhaps
the
most responsible candidate may
not win, because some one student
did not take the time to vote? With
just a few votes, the tide of the
election could be turned . If enough
students took the time to find out
about the five positions and the
people running for them, then the
election would be successful .
Who knows what could happen?
Perhaps after the election is over,
someone will comment that it was
a huge success, that the students
really came out and voted, and
that a lot of people woke up .

Spotlight On Sports
(Continued from Page 11, Col. 4)

ALONG THE BATTEN TRAIL
By IRENE FERRONE

After a year and a half of evening classes at BCC, the prospect of an all day schedule seemed too good to be true . One
of the many "pleasures" that night students miss is primetime TV viewing.

This is the last of "Council
Clips" until further notice since
the President of Student Council,
Al Greene, has refused to inform
us about what is happening in
Council . Because of this , this column is forced to agree with the
Vice-President
of the Student
Council, "If Mr. Greene refuses to
give any information to the student
body in the form of Council Clips,
then at least he should either appoint or put forth a bill to provide
for a Student Council Information
Committee, which will take over
his duties in regard to passing on
information."
One of the more pressing topics
concerning the student body is the
issue of free tuition . In this school
there are approximately 2500 matriculated students, the majority of
which do not pay a tuition fee . It
is expected that all of these students should be aware that there
was a massive march on Albany in support of free tuition .
This was planned for sometime in
mid-March . The Assembly of BCC
has passed a resolution supporting'
the free tuition program, but not
the march on Albany . No doubt
all of these matriculated students
and all the matriculated studentsto-be were waiting with anticipation for the March on Albany and
the outcome of this march .

FORUM 7

(Continued from Page 4, Col . 3)
Feb. 24, 1966

'To the editors of the
'Communicator :
Who the hell is Authur Loring?
Must he be forever boring?
When I read your Forum 7,
Must I feel so far from heaven?

of competition, but rather a place to learn and display-their skills . Mrs.
Liner thinks BCC affords 'such an opportunity to anyone interested
enough to indulge : She feels' that "there is more leeway to work here
than at a big college ." The 'only problem that she' has encountered here
thus far is to stay in shape while attending to her teaching duties . She
has solved this to a large extent by working out, at every opportunity,
When 1 read his senseless lines,
in the BCC pool .
(Likes which by the way don't
rhyme),
I get a feeling in my bowels,
That makes me want to scream
and bowel.
You say perhaps, I am obsessed?
But can't that fellow be repressed?
Throw him out on his behind,
And you'll find quick peace of
mind .
Sincerely,
David Garcia

COLLEGE
CLIPS

(Continued from Page 4, Col . 3)
speed the acquisition of library
materials by mechanizing all pertinent library materials and rec. It will enable the faculty to
ords
be notified of new materials received, and will process their orders for new materials . . ."
The Nasco Vignette, newspaper
of Nassau Community College,
comments on the lecture given by
Walter Abel, in which he described
an actor's importance in
the
scheme of plays. "The play is the
most important thing," Mr . Abel
said, "with teamwork essential, for
no individual is the star. There is
no such thing as being 'the character.' or 'living the part,"' Mr .
Abel said . "The actor merely acts
as an instrument of the playwright .
whether he he a 'walk-on' or the
'lead player .' "
"Good playwrights," said Mr .
Abel, "are needed if the American
theatre is to be saved . Colleges
and
universities,"
advised,
he
"should train playwrights as well
a : ; actors ."

At the present time, an up-and-coming program on- television is BATMAN . When viewing this show for the first
time, I recommend that you staple your tongue to your cheek,
and control your stomach . The first episode that I was fortunate enough to see was "A Riddle a Day Keeps the Rid-.
dler Away ." The prologue to the suspenseful action had this
riddle . . "When is a person like a piece of wood?" My immediate mental reaction was that a person is a piece of wood
when he is stiff, which generally occurs when rigor mortis
sets in. (With thinking like this, I should soon qualify as a
writer for said series .) The answer, given after an appropriate Bufferin commercial, was that a person is like a piece of
wood when he is a ruler. Of course! Now, why hadn't I said
that? It was on the tip of my tongue all along . Unfortunately, my tongue was stapled to my cheek, and I was indeed
hindered by the precise and competent stapling job i had accomplished .
`'
According to the BATMAN comics of past ages, Batman is presented as a prime specimen of
manhood and masculinity, which
enablshimtocplsanyfet,
and to combat evil in any and at
imaginable forms and situations
Batman is played by Adam West
who portrays a high-living million .
aire . In my opinion, Batman clearly resembles someone who has
spent most of the last six months
on a bash of a binge. But, anyone
who can deliver lines like his is
certainly entitled to get smashed
(one way or another) at least
some of the time, if not all of the
time .
For the next impressive puzzle,
the Riddler asks, "What room can
no one enter?" No mental activity
on my part would ever have imagined' the answer, "A MUSHROOM ." So, there goes that field
of "creative" writing . After another interesting commercial, we
return to the Riddler's lair and to
his obedient gang, the Rats . I contend that these rats are finks, if
only because, as the good King Boris points out, "No one should eat
cheese without a good port ." The
fact that the Rats were calmly eating the cheese in a sewer didn't
bother anyone a bit .

The next thrilling scene finds
(?)
Batman and Boy Wonder
crashing uninvited into the Royal
Mushroom Club, where King Boris, Ruler, as in piece of wood, is
the guest of honor. Batman may
get a few complaints from wealthy
viewers who may resent the fact
that our hero, though of definite
esteemed "social position," must
ask how to get to the wine cellar .
The reply to that well-asked question was, "Down the stairs . It's the
easiest way ." This all goes to show
that this Bat must trace his ancestry back to that wondrous
homeland of Bellfray, Transylvania .
Batman may not wish to offend
the tender ears of the ladies, but l,
anyone who expresses great distress and concern with "Great telephone poles" can't be right .

OOOPS!i!
Due to a gap in the communica-

tions system the Communicator

has received an incomplete list of

the Faculty Promotions. (Vol . 16,
No . 1) . We wish to correct the

oversight in the omision of Professor Stella Lawrence, who was
promoted to the rank of Associate

Professor as of January 1, 1966 .

Adam West, at this rate of rapid depreciation, will soon find himself subpoenaed before the House
Congressional Committee, or at
least his college political science
teacher. Why? Well, Batman defines a democratic country as a
place, in essence, where stiffs like
King Boris can be kidnapped . This
line alone affords Batman permanent membership in The Young
Americans for Freedom . If this is
not freedom of speech, nothing is,
or ever will be again . One thing I
neglected to find out before tuning to BATMAN, was that it runs
in serial form, and the last scene
has our flying heroes caught in a
sticky web . They are then transferred to a wheel which revolves
at the rate of 1000 revolutions per
second . The supposedly determined
Batman and his faithful companion are given the worst torture of
all, another riddle . Thus closing
this show with : "Why is a woman
in love like a welder?" For the
answer, one must wait until the
following night, when the announcer will commence the show with
these lines : "Things are certainly
going bad for Batman and . Boy
Wonder."
When
these
worthy
words of wisdom are spoken, we
return to find Batman and Boy
Wonder revolving on a wheel at
the same unbelievable rate as
when we had left them the previous night . Considering that the
Riddler gave them but one minute
to live, and to solve his last riddle also, it is hard to imagine how
Batman and Boy Wonder could endure for a full 24 hours .

However, if the viewers were
capable of surviving, so could these
"wonders," I suppose . After watching a few more episodes of other
fine programs such as "comer
Pyle," "The Beverly Hillbillies,"
and other intellectual shows, I
started to wonder. Maybe, if I
asked Mr. Rogal, in a very nice
way, he would open a Q section,
just for me .

BOATRIDE UP HUDSON

The Student Council of BCC is
sponsoring the annual boatride up
the Hudson River on Saturday,
April 23, at 8 PM . This event is a
combination boatride and annual
spring dance . There will be two
bands playing at the dance ; one of
which, Satan and the Sinners, is
the band that played for us at the
Laurels. The price for this gala
five hour trip is five dollars per
couple-. For further information or
tickets, contact Jan Ickovic in
Room 5-22 .

CHOOSING
NEW
PRESIDENT
(Continued from Page 1, Col . 5)
representative on the BHE
and the Chairman of the
Board's "Special Committee
to -Seek a President for Bronx
Community College ."
Dr . Rosenberg stressed the
care with which the committee had considered the many
candidates recommended to it .
"From the time of the appointment of the committee on
October 28, 1965, the committee sought and received
many suggestions of the
names of persons who might
be considered for this presidency," the Chairman said,
"and after grave deliberation
and the advice of educators intimately acquainted with the
work of those under scrutiny,
the committee has chosen Dr .
James Allen Colston ."
`The Honorable Benjamin F .

Chancellor

Presents

Bowker

Policy

Dr . Albert H . Bowker, Chancellor of the City University
of New York and Chairman of its Administrative Council,
presented a policy recommendation favoring "some form of
post-high school education to every high school graduate in
New York City who is able to profit by it and desires it,"
by 1975, at a Board of Higher Education meeting on February 28 . His plans show that 66% of all high school graduates would probably accept admission into the eleven senior
or community colleges, the College Discovery Program, or the
Educational Skills Centers. The goal is to offer every high
school graduate, whether from a public, independent, secular,
or church-related academic institution, an alternative to
choose to further his education .
One-fourth of all high school graduates would be offered admittance
into the senior colleges . Two-fifths would be offered to be admitted
into the community colleges, but only slightly more than half would
accept . One-tenth would be offered admittance into the College Discovery Program, which is intended to give students with poor grades but
good potential a second chance, particularly in culturally deprived areas .
The remaining one-fourth would be offered entrance into the Educational Skills Center, which consists of cooperative work-study programs, college adapter programs, and occupational training in specific
skills . Hopefully, 80% of them would enter.

The Board of Higher Education, led by the Honorable Gustave G .
Rosenberg, unanimously favored this proposal . They acknowledged
that this goal would best be reached through the efforts of CUNY, since
it could accomplishe this most effectively and economically . Furthermore, they urgently called upon the city and state governments to provide necessary physical facilities and fiscal support "for 100% tuitionfree coverage of New York City public higher educational needs withMcLaurin, in presenting to the out delay ."
Board the recommendation of
Apparently, they were well aware that the future of CUNY, and
Dr . Colston, said, "The Com- consequently free tuition, remains in jeopardy, as SUNY, led by Govmittee considers that ' the ernor Rockefeller, seeks to obtain control of the City University . Yet,
Board is extremely fortunate Dr. Bowker's proposal would be feasible only if adequate funds are proin being able to call upon a vided by the State of New York.
man of Dr. Colston's experience and achievements to head
the Bronx Community College
which is now at the threshold
of expansion and of further
service to the community ."
McLaurin continued, "From
those who had been recommended to the committee as
potential presidents, the committee chose 32 for intensive
consideration . The names of
those recommended had come
from wide sources - academic leaders throughout the
country and community leaders here who were familiar
with the purpose and achievements of Bronx Community
College . The retiring President's aid was especially
sought for his criteria for successful leadership . . . The result was the unanimous choice
of Dr. James Allen Colston,
President of Knoxville College, as the man we sought ."

CUNY
CASH
(Continued from Page 2, Col . 3)
Dr. Bowker said that CUNY is
requesting "enough additional
State operating money now to
maintain our planned intake level
with its normal increases . . . There
is one thing that cannot wait for
all deliberate speed, and that is the
immediate funding of our $400
milion building program . We now
have three years lead time before
the next crest of student population is upon us."

WHO IS DR
, . COLSTON,

'(Continued from Page 1, Col . 4)

Dr. Colston is 56 years of
Dr. Colston is a member of
age
(born
July
27,
1909),
is
many national honor organPresident of Georgia State
College, Savannah, Georgia, married to Wilhelmina White izations . He belongs to Phi
Delta Kappa Fraternity, Sigand since 1951, President of and has one daughter .
Knoxville College.
BCC's new President grad- ma Delta Psi National HonDr. Colston thoroughly iden- uated Morehouse College, At- orary Athletic Fraternity, Altified -himself in the Knoxville lanta, Georgia in 1932 with pha Kappa Mu Honor Society,
community through service his B .A . He received his mas- Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
on its Metropolitan Planning ters degree from Atlanta Uni- American Teacher's AssociaCommission, Chamber of Com- versity, the following year. tion, American, Association of
merce, Council of Community
Dr. Colston was awarded his School Administrators, NaServices, and Tennesee Coun- doctorate from New York tional Education Association,
cil on Human Relations among University in 1950 . In 1954, Association for Higher EduOthers . He has a recipient of he received his LL .D. from cation, and the Board of Dithe 1962 Brotherhood Award Monmouth College in Mon- rectors of the Southern ReOf the Knoxville Branch of mouth, Illinois . Another LL.D . gional -Council .
the National Roundtable of was received from Morehouse
In attaining the presidency
Christians and Jews .
College in Atlanta, Georgia . of BCC, Dr . Colston becomes

Charge of the College

A?

the first Negro to head a college in this city or state . He
is believed to be the first Negro to head a predominantly,
traditionally
white college
anywhere in the country since
1882 .
According to the United
States Negro College Fund,
there are two colleges with
Negro presidents that have
more white students than Negroes . Originally all-Negro,
the institutions are West Virginia State College and Bluefield State College, also in
West Virginia .
Dr . Abraham Tauber, cur-

on March 10, about the new
President : "I had the pleasure and the privilege of being
at the Board of Higher Education meeting and can announce to the student body
that Dr . James C . Colston has
been elected unanimously to
the Presidency of Bronx Community College . I had the privilege to chat with him and
welcome him on behalf of the
faculty and student body . Dr.
Colston has also spoken with
President Meister."
Dean Tauber hopes to see
Dr. Colston in Washington
early in April when he visits
the U .S . Office of Education .
Dr. Colston may be coming to
New York some time in the
next few months .
Dr. Tauber added, "The
man impressed me as being
an experienced and wise administrator. He looks forward
to coming to the Bronx and
knows a great deal about our
college
and the
borough
through his readings ."

DEPARTMENT SPOTLIGHT
ENGINEERING TECH.

The students, of Bronx Community College should know why
their education at BCC is one of
the best they can receive . In view
of this, there will be a series of
articles on the different Departments in the educational complex
of BCC . This article, the first of
a series, will review the Department of Engineering Technologies .
The Department of Engineering
Technology is headed by Professor
Herbert Tyscn, a man whose drive
and personality has made him an
excellent chairman . He heads over
twenty-five teachers and technical
assistants who play a very important role in the education of all
students entering any phase of engineering and technology.
The objective of these teachers
is to train students in a twoyear career program, in the transfer
program . The two-year program's
primary` purpose is to give students an education which will enable them to receive an A.A.S. degree. The Department cooperates
with Professor Saueracker, of the
Department of Student Personnel,
to help students find good jobs . The
purpose of the Engineering Science
Program is to prepare students for
admission to a four-year engineering program at an accredited college. Students who have graduated
from this curriculum have been
readily accepted at these colleges
and have been carrying on the fine
tradition of BCC . Much of the success of the students can be attributed to the programs and guides
being used by the dept .
One of the programs includes

staff conferences . This is intended
to give students a chance to talk
to their teachers outside of the
classroom situation . They may,
through this function, discuss their
specific problems relating to the
field of engineering . To help this
program work more effectively,
students can obtain a faculty office hour sheet which shows where
and when specific teachers may be
contacted . Another aid in making
the student's life easier at BCC, is
the
Curriculum
Pattern
Sheet
which shows the student, at a
glance, what courses he must take
before he is allowed to receive his
degree . A new idea which students
should be looking forward to is a
course flow chart, a map showing
prerequisites and corequisites for
required and correlated subjects
which Professor Tyson hopes to
start using before next term .

If one were to ask a teacher
what is the pride of the Department of Engineering Technology,
the answer would surely be the
laboratories . These labs, according
to Professor Tyson, have been designed to "reinforce theory given
in classroom in addition to giving
student practical experience ." Our
labs have been visited by educators
and engineers from throughout the
United States.
After a thorough examination of
the Engineering Technologies labs,
these men have realized that even
though BCC may not have many
labs, it certainly has some of the
best.
This has been but a brief sketch
of the Department of Engineering
Technologies . The men and women
in this department deserve recognition . These instructors and the
technical assistants, Mr . Lopuchin
and Mr . Uscinowski, have brought .
the level of the department to the
high standards which it holds today .

SYMPOSIUM
GRADUATES

On February 22, 1966 a day long
meeting was attended by four Senior College Presidents . They met
at the Graduate Center of the University on West 33 Street to discuss the problem, "The training of
Doctoral Students as our future
college teachers ." To deal with this
problem_ they decided to see how,
other universities would treat graduate students selected for a teaching
fellowship in comparison to the
teaching intership program offered
at our City Colleges .
Present to give their own views
on the subject of how their colleges deal with the Fellowship program were : Dr . John Perry Miller,
Dean of the Graduate School at
Yale ; Dr. William Haber, Dean of
the College of Literature, Science
and Arts at the University of Mi-

chigan, tt . Alan niuusisto, Assistant Commissioner of Higher Education in the State Education Department of Albany, Dr. Hans Rosenhaupt, National Director of the
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, and Dr . Preston
Valient, Chief of the Graduate
Academic Program Branch in the
Division of Graduate Programs Office of the Education, Washington, D .C.
Dr. H . Bowker, Chancellor of the
City University, expressed in his
opening remarks, that the initiative for the symposium had come
from the Graduate Division of the
University . The Chancellor stressed
the pressing need in every field
of college teaching for the college
faculty members with PHD's to
sharpen their concern that the student who is preparing for college
teaching and is particularly adapted is to have the advantage of
supervised teaching as part of his
advanced work .

Spotlight On Sports
By MARSHA MALITZ

It is not often that a community college faculty member can
boast of holding a record in the field of competitive and synchronized swimming . This is more likely to occur in the Ivy
League colleges where men like Don Schollander compete, or
on the West Coast where girls like Donna De Gevone are
on the West Coast where girls like Donna de Verona are
legends in the fields of swimming events . Although we cannot claim names such as these as part of the faculty or students at BCC, it would be safe to assert that we have in - our
Health and Education Department a sync swim champ . Most
of you are familiar with . the name of Mrs . Jane Linder, who
is the coach of the Girls' Synchronized Swimming Club at
BCC.

Mrs . Linder has won international, national, and local acclaim in competitive - and synchronized swimming . On the international front, she
was a member of the 1957, United States Maccabee Swim Team, in which
she placed in the 400 meter free style, relay, and medley . On the 1965
Maccabee's, she won the 100 meter butterfly and set a record while doing so.
On the national scene, Mrs . Linder has won honors at the National
.Junior 3 mile long distance swimming meet held at Lake George in
1961 . In the same year, she won the Miss America Open Pageant Swim
Event .
.

Faculty Takes Students

The faculty, coached by Dean McGrath, showed shades o :
the Boston Celtics as they defeated the students by a score
of 70-60 . The faculty, with an alert defense, used the fast
break effectively as they out-scored the students 32 to 16, ii
the fourth quarter, to win the game . Prof. Kor and Prof
Lankevich paced the faculty with 18 and 17 points, respectively. Andy Troutman scored 16 points on eight field goal ,
for the students .

The first quarter was relatively ulty then froze the ball for 1 :40,
slow moving, with the teams feel- until they were fouled. Andy
ing each other out, The score at Troutman showed his height adthe end of the quarter was 18 to vantage as he hit for two baskets
12, faculty . In the second quarter, under the boards . This made the
the students, sparked by And} score 57 to 52, with 2 :20 left. In
Troutman, who made 8 points, out . the next 1 :47, the students closed
scored the faculty 15 points to 7, the gap, and the score was 58 to
making the score 27 to 25, stu- 61 with 43 seconds left . There was
dents . In the third quarter, the an exchange of baskets, and then
students, led by Harold Davis, in- Roy Warchmer fouled Prof. Wong
creased their lead to 6 points, and with 17 seconds remaining . Prof .
the score was 44 to 38 . In the Wong made the first shot and misfourth quarter, the faculty ran sed the second, but Prof . . Lankeaway with the game . They were vich was fouled on the rebound,
paced by Prof . Wong, who con- and he made both shots . The score
nected for four field goals, and was 58 to 64 . The seniors scored
Prof . Kor, who hit one field goal one more basket, and the teachers
and six important foul shots . The
made four more foul shots . Prof.
teachers jumped ahead 53 to 48,
Wong stole the ball and made a
with 5 :40 left, as the students
played sloppily and threw the ball lay-up at the buzzer to make the.
away a number of times. The fac- score 70-60 .
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Grant
Awarded

The dean of graduate studies of
the City University of New York
Dr . Mina Rees announced on February 24, 1966 that Mr . Lewis A .
Berkout, who is a doctoral student
in Mathematics, has been awarded
a grant for $3,570 (also included
is $1,000 to be used by the University .) This grant will used for
tuition fees . This grant is given
by the IBM Graduate Fellowship
and Research Grant Program . The
IBM Grant supports the New York
City University new doctoral doctoral program which was first
started in 1962 .
One hundred and nine fellowships
and traineeships in the doctoral
field, are available, by the Federal
Government .
Mr . Berkout, who lives in Brooklyn, is a graduate of Harvard
University and received his masters
from the City University of New
York . His main interest lies in the
"Area Preserving Transformation
which is concerned with extension
and New Proofs of Poencare's last
theorem, which deals with the study
of orbits and fixed points .
In Dean Rees' opening remarks
when announcing the awards, he
said, "We are gratified that the City
University has been included in the
IBM Grant Program under which
a limited number of awards are
made available each year to certain
major universities in this country for the support of graduate
students ."

In the New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut metropolitan area,
.from 1955-1964, she has held, at one time or another, the backstroke,
butterfly . and individual medley records .
In the area of synchronized swimming, she was the Metropolitan
Solo and Duet champion . On Saturday, March 26th, Mrs . Linder will
get a chance to show off her skill at the International Aquarama 18661966 show, to be held at the BCC Nursing Center, featuring the Ornamental Swim Club of Petersborough, Ontario . During this performance,
she will present a solo number .
It is not surprising that Mrs . Linder loves the water ; most of her
family are swimmers . For speed swimming, she would practice eight
to ten miles a day, which is quite common for competitive swimmers . It
was during her student days at City College that she first became interested in synchronized swimming through a club formed primarily for
this type of swimming . From there, she went on to student teach at
Seward Park H . S ., where she formed a club devoted to this type of
swimming.
Mrs . Linder feels the sync swim club should not enter into competition. "This is a club where enjoyment is the primary goal . If any girl
feels she would like to compete, there are plenty of opportunities to
do so on the outside ." First of all, she feels that the girls are not experienced enough at this time to withstand the pressures of competitive swimming . In this type of swimming there is an atmosphere of
rivalry, and some people, although good swimmers, do not like the air
(Continued on Page 7, Col . 1)

BEYOND THE FRINGE
By LEON LAZARUS

On a bleak, ghastly day, I went to the gym for my GH3
class . I was told to undress and take a shower . Twentyfive minutes after the hour, the class finally began . I stared
at the green, murky substance and meditated on the dastardly event that was about to follow . Knowing that pure water
could not be in a liquid state below thirty-two degrees, I
jumped in . I then came to the brilliant conclusion that I was
-swimming in clorox ; worse yet, frozen clorox .

Netters
Win

The BCC Women's Volleyball Team, under the direction of Mrs . Altman, won it .
first official meet conducted
under the auspices of the
Women's Junior College Athletic Association . This group
composed of fourteen junior
colleges, was started by Mrs,
Altman .

Keeping my eyes shut and not inhaling the noxious fumes, I lasted
through the hour . By unabashed fortitude and a desire not to get an
The pre-game opinion, was that
other D grade in gym, I weathered it out, The class did me a trementhe BCC- netters might have
dous amount of good ; I entered with a bad cold (something totally inrough go of it . However, this did
curable), and left with pneumonia (which can be cured by today's wonnot hold true except for a few
der drugs in about three weeks) .
tense moments .
In the pool the instructor called out, "Stretch, two, three, four," t
The first game was practically
which we responded, "Ooo, ow, ugh, augh," in unison .
a ,clean sweep . BCC took an early
After a short period of excruciating exercising, we were prepared t
lead in the first few minutes of
start swimming in the BCC pool, the coolest spot in the Bronx (dressed
play when the captain, Joanne
only in my birthday suit) .
Primus, scored an eight point
The first thing that was taught in the pool was breathing . I
streak . With this early lead, the
had always thought most . people could not live without it! First, team went on to run away with
the entire class puts their heads under water for a few seconds
15-3 victory.
°e
If and when they came up, they were supposed to inhale . If the
In the second game the first few
student forgets this second step, besides getting a lousy grade in gym
minutes saw a four to four tie . At
he will never lose his matriculation . The next breathing exercise was to one point in the game there was
exhale through the nose under water . Besides clearing your sinuses '
continuous volley involving most of
this effectively clogs the pool's filter. C'est la nasal congestion,, or the girls for approximately two
something like that .
minutes . After this, with the hell
The homework for the first class was to practise the frog kick . This of the team's two high scorers
kick is accomplished by bringing your legs up until your knees are as Diane Sorkin and Roxanne Weis
far back as they can go . The test to see if you are doing it properly is grau, the Netters scored a 15-i
how much thigh muscle you tear . If you merely twist the leg or suffer victory .
a mild strain, you are doing something wrong . The use of muscles that
BCC
you never knew you had has surprisingly gratifying results - until the Players and
Points
day after .
Times Served
Scored
Even more complex than the frog-leg kick is the (lead man's float. R . Weisgrau
9
5
.554
In this exercise, you just lie in the water and pretend to be dead-the A . Barnecott 10
6
.600
only difficulty is that the student sometimes forgets that he is . pretend- S . Nettles
5
2
.400
ing . Even though he will get an A on the test, he will get an H in gym E . Simmons
1
0
.000
as he no longer will be fit for classes .
D . Sorkin
8
6
.750
Fundamentals of swimming is a blast . Even if the next day you feel J . Primus
9
8
.894
a hit "furhlunged ." you'll live . Always remember, even an A in gym L, Montanez
4
3
.750
will not keep your matriculation .
Team Average .564

Queensborough
Players and
Points
Times Served
Scored
L . Bendersly
5
1
-200
S . Dovannol
6
2
.3:33
P . Marshal
7
4
.571
P . Blum
1
3
.333
J . Cooper
4
1
.250
M . Johnson
2
0
.000
D . Fetcher
2
0
.000
Team Average .241
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Volleyball Schedule

The BCC Women's Volleyball Team has a very busy schedule set up for itself this semester. So far, the team has the e
following 'commitments :
Saturday, March 19 - BCC to Hunter, Park Avenue which
is sponsored by the Women's Athletic Association .
Monday, March 21 - BCC to Nassau Community College
Tuesday, March 22 - BCC to Orange County Community
College .
Friday, March 18 - BCC to Queens College which is sponsored by the New York City Zone of New York State Association of Health, Physical Education and Recreation .
Friday, April 1 - BCC to Orange County Community College .
Saturday, April 23 -- The Southeast Regional Athletic Association of Junior College Women Invitational Volleyball
Match .
Mrs . Altman, the team's coach, feels very optimistic about
the potential of the girls . They are all working well together,
under their captain, Joanne Primus .
Uniforms have been purchased so that the girls will look
as well as they play . They have green shorts trimmed with
gold, and white shirts . Sweatshirts have also been ordered .

Quartet
Coning

On April 2nd, BCC will present
the First Chamber Dance Quartet . The members of this group
are former (lancers in the New
York City Ballet Company .
Miss Lois Bewley has been a
member of the American Ballet
Theatre, which made 'a State Department Tour of Europe, and has
toured this country with Jerome
Robbing' Ballet U .S .A. Miss Janice
Groman has appeared with the
New York City Ballet in the
"Nutcracker," and she has toured
extensively with the company . Mr.
Charles Bennett is a former member of the Chicago Opera Ballet
and the American Ballet Theatre .
He has also danced on television
and Broadway before joining' the
New York City Ballet . The fourth
member of the company, Mr . William Carter, has been a - member
of the American Ballet Theatre
and also has appeared on Broadway in the musical "First Impressions ." Mr : Carter was a soloist
with the New York City Ballet .
Admission to this event will be
41 .00.

Two Kegglers Make All Stars

Mr. John Whelan, coach of the
BCC Bowling Team, has announced that Al Greene and Ted Ringget, have been chosen for the Metropolitan
Community • College
Bowling League All 'Star Team .
Mr . Greene completed the season
with an average of 185 .18 to place
fifth in the league standings, and

Mr. Ringger finished with a 284 .85
to place sixth in the league's first
ten .
The Kegglers finished in fifth
place in the Metropolitan 'Community College Bowling League
standings with a record of 17 wins
and -18 losses .

WAKE ME WHEN IT'S OVER
The trouble with early morning classes is that you're too
sleepy . At late morning classes you're too hungry . At early
afternoon classes you're too logy. At late afternoon classes
you're too hungry again . The fact is-and we might as well
face it-there is no good time of day to take a class .
What shall we do then? Abandon our colleges to the ivy?
I say no! I say America did not become the hope of mankind and the world's largest producer of butterfats and tallow by running away from a fight!
If you're always too hungry or too sleepy for class, then
let's hold classes when you're not too hungry or sleepy :
namely, while you're eating or sleeping.
Classes while eating are a simple matter . Just have a lecturer lecture while the eaters eat. But watch out for noisy
foods . I mean who can hear a lecturer lecture when everybody is crunching celery or matzo or like that? Serve quiet
stuff-like anchovy paste on a doughnut, or steaming bowls
of lamb fat .
Now let us turn to the problem of learning while sleeping . First, can it be done?
Yes, it can . Psychologists have proved that the brain is
definitely able to assimilate information during sleep . Take,
for instance, a recent experiment conducted by a leading
Eastern university (Stanford) . A small tape recorder was
placed under the pillow of the subject, a freshman named
Wrobert Wright . When Wrobert was fast asleep, the recorder was turned on . Softly, all through the night, it repeated three statements in Wrobert's slumbering ear :
1 . Hetbert Spencer lived to the age of 109 and is called
"The Founder of English Eclectic Philosophy ."
2 . The banana plant is not a tree but a large perennial
herb .
3 . The Archduke Ferdinand was assassinated in 1914 at
Sarajevo by a young nationalist named Mjilas Cvetnic,
who has been called "The Trigger of World War I ."

1

When Wrobert awoke in the morning, - the psychologists
said to him, "Herbert Spencer lived to the age of 109 . What
is he called?"
Wrobert promptly answered, "Perennial Herb ."
Next they asked him, "What has Mjilas Cvetnik been
called?"
Wrobert replied, "Perennial Serb ."
Finally they said, "Is the banana plant a tree?"
"To be honest," said Wrobert, "I don't know too much
about bananas . But if you gents want any information
about razor blades, I'm your man ."
"Well," said the psychologists, "can you tell us a blade
that shaves closely and cleanly without nicking, pricking,
scratching, scraping, scoring, gouging, grinding, flaying or
flensing?"
"Yes, I can," said Wrobert . "Personna® Stainless Steel
Blades . Not only does Personna give you a true luxury
shave, but it gives you heaps and gobs and bushels and
barrels of true luxury shaves-each one nearly as truly luxurious as the first ."
"Land's sake!" said the psychologists .
"Moreover," said Wrobert, "Personna is available not
only in the Double Edge style blade, but also in the Injector style blade ."
"Great balls of fire!" said the psychologists .
"So why don't you rush to your dealer and get some
Personnas at once?" said Wrobert .
"We will," said the psychologists, twinkling, "but there
is something we have to do first ."
Whereupon they awarded Wrobert an honorary L .L .B.
(Lover of Luxury Blades) degree, and then, linking arms,
they sang and danced and bobbed for apples till the campfire had turned to embers .
Q 1966, Max Shulman

If you're looking for an honorary degree yourself, we recommend B .S. (Burma Shaver)-from the makers of Personna .
It soaks rings around any other lather; it comes in regular or
menthol.

